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111FD

Top Mounted Bifold Hardware
for 3/4” to 13/4” Thick Panels to 50 lbs. (23KG) per Panel
A deluxe commercial grade,
folding door hardware set designed for
use with heavy 3/4” to 13/4” doors weighing
up to 50 lbs. per door panel.
Doors are top hung which
automatically provides a minimum
gap between doors and track for best
appearance.
Smooth operation is assured by
machine turned hanger wheels running
on extruded, convex rails. One point
wheel/track contact virtually eliminates
any dirt accumulation hindering
operation.
Set includes tricycle hangers for
effortless, trouble-free operation.
For those quality construction
Complete Hardware Set
projects that require a little extra touch
118 Top Pivot Set
111 Track
in material, the Johnson 111 Series is a
must.
Available in standard packaged
sets or by individual components in bulk
pack.
1703 Hinge

111FD Exceptional Features
Aluminum Track

Precision extruded aluminum track provides smooth rails for
travel. Holds wheels securely inside-hangers cannot fall out,
yet can be disengaged from door plates with a “flip of a clip”.
Line design on face holds paint, covers fingerprints.

Tricycle Hanger

Machine turned, balanced wheels riding on permanently
lubricated ball bearings give effortless travel to doors. The
wheels pivot easily and can be removed from the door plate
by flipping a clip.

Self Locating Hinges

Specially designed by Johnson. The “Breathing” hinge
allows for door warpage, which can cause binding. Self
locating fingers automatically space doors.
See online at: www.johnsonhardware.com/111fd.htm

1020 Hanger

1707 Bottom Pivot

1711 Jamb Bracket

1155 Track Stops
33 Knob
1808 Door Aligner
Plus all screws and
instructions
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Top Mounted Bifold Hardware
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111FD
Installation Overview
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